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Snith LegsQ.
I am writing in reference to the proposed rulemaking on sales and use tax for lawn care services (61 PA
Code chs. 55 and 60). I own and operate a small lawn care service in the Reading, Berks County area. I
am also serving as the president of the Lawn Care Association of PA (LCAP). Our industry lias always
been opposed to the lawn care tax. The industry feels that it is selective, and many other service industries
that had the sales tax had had the sales tax repealed. If the lawn care industry is going to have the tax; we
would like a much better clarification than what is being proposed in this new rulemaking.

Some problems that I see in this rulemaking include the statement that a field is not a lawn. Is a two-acre
yard that is in a countryside area a field? Can a person with a yard say that they just cut the yard when it
needs it call their yard a field? A field is an area that can be without trees, or used for a special purpose (a
lawn). Athletic fields and golf courses are probably the highest maintenance turf areas, needing the most
attention and mowing, but not requiring a tax. A Company would be able to apply a fertilizer to an athletic
field and not charge the tax, then apply the same fertilizer to a home lawn and charge a sales tax.

Another area of confusion exists where I also don't understand how a company could apply an insect or
disease control to a tree which wouldn't be taxed, then turn around and apply the same material to the lawn
and have to collect the tax. A Company could apply a fertilizer to a yard and collect the tax, but then could
use the same fertilizer for fertilizing a tree or landscape bed and not charge a tax.

While not being in the business of trimming, I have often heard of people trimming large shrubs, then
staring on the invoice that it was a tree so not to charge the tax. Clarification on what constitutes a tree
from a large shrub would be helpful. For larger jobs, this can create a significant difference in a job bid. If
the trimming is not in conjunction with other lawn care services, does the company not charge the tax?
(Ex. would a company be able to cut one day and charge the tax, then come back two days later to trim and
not charge the tax?) I feel that it would be best to get rid of the subtle differences in the taxable trimming.

Would a landscaper be able to edge a landscape bed in the turf area and not charge the tax, then edge a
sidewalk or driveway and have to charge the tax?

Many lawn and landscape companies do various services, and separating these taxable from non-taxable
services has become a difficult chore. Because of these differences, companies can make mistakes in
interpretation of taxable services. Tliank you very much for your time, and I hope that you would consider
these points before changing or revising the 6% sales tax on lawn care services.
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